

Because these two wonderful new books are about Buddhist nuns, the topic of gender looms prominently in them, in a way that it never would in books about Buddhist monks. Such is the unavoidable heritage of the androcentrism that has dominated both religious institutions and scholarship about religion for centuries. It will probably be a long time before books that include a great deal of information about women are the normal course of events rather than a special event. Fortunately, at least books about religion that include almost no information about women are no longer acceptable to most scholars.

In both books, the Tibetan Buddhist (and general Buddhist) preference for men and monks comes through loudly and clearly. The difficulties women and nuns face in negotiating Buddhist institutions are accented in both accounts. The view that female rebirth is definitely inferior to and much less desirable than male rebirth is emphasized by all the women whose voices are heard in both books. Yet neither book is polemical in the least. They simply present a straightforward account of how things are for women, and to a lesser extent, for men, in these Himalayan societies.

Of the two books, Being a Buddhist Nun is the more heartbreaking because the nuns studied in this account face such unrelieved difficulties in their pursuit of the religious life. This book is based on fourteen years of fieldwork in Zangskar, which is in the western Himalayas near Kashmir and Ladakh. The author lived in local nunneries while doing her fieldwork. Thus, this account narrates the contemporary condition in which some Buddhist women live. Beginning with the absolute preference for a male body, everything conspires against nuns and women, and there are no success stories of women who somehow transcend all these barriers in this book.

Regarding the desirability of a male rebirth, Gutschow writes, “The bottom line is clear. No Buddhist in her right mind desires a female body” (p. 17). As we read of the nuns’ lives and of women’s lives in general, the reasons for this conclusion quickly become clear. If a girl or woman becomes a nun, she receives little recognition or
celebration of her status from either her village or her family. Donations to nunneries are meager and as a result, it takes nuns many more years to build their cells and assembly halls than it takes monks. Donations given to a monk are considered to produce more merit for the donor than a similar donation to a nun. Rituals performed by monks are considered more efficacious and meritorious than those performed by nuns. Hence, when villagers require ritual services, for which a donation will be made, they are much less likely to ask the nuns to perform the rituals. Education for nuns is quite limited. Because nuns often have to take employment doing manual labor or housework to earn enough money for their supplies or to build their cells, opportunities for them to perform their meditation practices are also limited. For many of the nuns, the female yidam Vajrayogini is their main meditation deity. Nevertheless, they cannot transmit this practice or initiate other nuns to do the meditation. Even if they have completed the required number of mantra recitations, they cannot perform the fire puja (called burnt offering in the book) themselves, but must have a monk perform it on their behalf. The final liability faced by the nuns is that it is generally believed that enlightenment is not possible in a female body anyway. So, in vicious circular reasoning, why educate or support the nuns anyway? The list of liabilities seems endless.

Nevertheless, modern methods of communication and travel are bringing new ideas to the region. In 1995, Sakyadhita’s fourth international congress was held in Ladakh. Local audiences were impressed by the nuns and laypeople from all over the Buddhist world who came to this conference, and, as a result, more nunneries were founded and opportunities for nuns began to increase, especially owing to the leadership of energetic younger local nuns. The Dalai Lama and other Tibetan religious leaders have stated locally and publicly that men and women have an equal capacity for enlightenment, thus casting doubt on the traditional belief that one must be reborn as a man before enlightenment is possible. As is the case all over Asia, the number of Buddhist nuns is steadily increasing while the number of monks is declining. However, many local monks and laypeople also oppose these new ideas and practices, perhaps because, with increased opportunities, nuns are proving that they can accomplish more than was thought possible according to traditional norms.

Despite its dismal content, this book is highly recommended for all libraries, for classes in Buddhist studies, and for classes in women’s studies. It is very well written and makes a fascinating read. Its analyses are thorough and provocative. The book also provides a much-needed reality check for enthusiastic Western practitioners of Tibetan Buddhism who do not like to hear about the darker sides of traditional Tibetan Buddhist practice and those who think that the mere presence of divine females or a “feminine principle” always works to benefit women.

Himalayan Hermits is less depressing. This book is a spiritual autobiography of the type so common in Tibetan Buddhism. The life story narrated is that of Orgyan Choky, a woman who lived in Dolpo, which is in northwestern Nepal, from 1675 to 1729. She was apparently regarded, by the end of her life, as a spiritual practitioner who had attained high levels of understanding. Her story was still known regionally
in the 1960s when a local informant suggested to a visiting anthropologist that he should investigate her life, which indicates that she did make an impression on her fellow practitioners. Manuscripts of her life story came to light after the 1960s, and this book is a translation of her autobiography, with a lengthy and informative introduction. (The introduction is far longer than the actual text of her life story.)

This book is less depressing only because of the eventual success of its protagonist. The translator, who is also the author of the introduction, indicates that the existence and preservation of the life story of a woman is extremely rare. Usually, women’s stories were not thought worth recording, and the heroine of this autobiography also initially encountered her teacher’s resistance to the idea that she should record her story. The autobiography narrates that her teacher rejected the notion that she should record her “joys and sorrows” because she was a mere woman, and she acquiesced because she did not know how to write. Later, the narrative indicates that “the impediment of not being able to write was removed” (pp. 131–132).

In her narrative, the woes of female rebirth are more than apparent, and the heroine of this narrative repeatedly laments her female rebirth and female rebirth in general, frequently praying that no beings ever again be subject to female rebirth. Much of her lament is biological and concerns her observations of animals. Mother animals experience tremendous grief when their young offspring are killed or taken away from them, while the male animals—their fathers—simply trot around in indifference. But her narrative also indicates that Orgyan Chokyi herself encountered many difficulties in her path of practice. She was born to parents who mistreated her because they wanted a son instead. Even local monks and nuns reprimanded her parents for their cruelty to her. As an eleven-year-old, she herded goats and experienced great sorrow over the suffering of mother animals. One of monks who observed her weeping predicted that if she studied the Dharma she would develop great compassion because of her innate mercy. Soon after, she “entered the religious life.” As was common for nuns and novices, she was required to do many years of manual labor in the monastery kitchen before she received any significant religious instruction. During these years, she often lamented her female birth and prayed that neither she nor any other being ever be reborn as a female.

Her autobiography then narrates how she received meditation instruction from both the meditation master of the monastery and from a senior nun to whom he assigned her as a student. The narrative of the instructions given to her and how she practiced them is detailed and very delightful, especially to those who know the Tibetan oral traditions about which she is speaking. However, despite her eventual success in her meditation practice and despite being able to make several pilgrimages to sites sacred to Tibetan Buddhism, more years of kitchen work remained her lot. Eventually, after making many requests to him, her meditation master allowed her move into a small, isolated cave where she could spend all her time alone in meditation practice. These later chapters are filled with songs about the joy her practice brought her. Apparently, she even changed her attitude about female rebirth. In a prayer concerning what she hopes for in a future life, in addition to being able to
keep her vows and live in an “empty valley with no people,” she asks for “women friends with a similar religion” (p. 178). Nevertheless, in that same prayer, she still writes that a woman’s body is a ground for samsara.

The final chapter narrates her death and cremation. Before her death, her meditation master told her that she did not need to do more meditation practices because she had fully protected her vows and commitments, thus contradicting the common belief that enlightenment in a female body was impossible. She died when a wooden beam broke and struck her in the head during a religious ritual. After her death, the kinds of signs of accomplishment familiar to readers of Tibetan Buddhist narratives occur. Her body remained in meditation posture for seven days and her cremation fire ignited spontaneously, producing rainbow colored flames. When the crematory was later opened, she had left relics behind. These are the same signs of accomplishment that often end the life narrative of a male saint.

Why the difference between these two narratives? The folk culture is the same in both cases; everyone agrees that female rebirth is unenviable and people like Orgyan Chokyi are quite rare in any case. In Orgyan Chokyi’s case, everything depends on her own persistence and the presence of a senior monk who will instruct her. How many other women may have had similar motivation but lacked a sympathetic teacher? We will never know. For a long time, Tibetans in particular and Buddhists in general have claimed both that female rebirth is unfortunate and that a few exceptional women have overcome the woes of female rebirth.

Reading these books side by side is an especially useful exercise for those interested in women and Tibetan Buddhism. We see very clearly both the usual cultural norm about women and the rare exception to that norm. These books are also enjoyable to those who know Tibetan Buddhist practices from the inside.
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This elegantly written book is not only a call to Christians to act in solidarity with persons of other faith traditions as well as persons professing no religious identity in matters of social, economic, and ecological injustice. It is also a challenge posed directly to Christians to create new forms of interreligious solidarity that can empower political and social solidarity with other religious communities. Of course, interreligious solidarity requires interreligious dialogue, but Fredericks seeks to